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ABSTRACT

Recent debate regarding the possibility for decreasing the risk of accidents within the construction industry has emphasized the need for innovative training methods. Training should combine behavior- and culture-based approaches, simulate real-life situations, and involve multiple methods. The concept of Safety Training Park (STP) has been developed to meet these challenges. Eighty stakeholders from the Finnish construction industry have been involved in the construction and financing of the STP in northern Finland (STPNF). This unique cooperation has contributed to the immediate success of the park. However, little is known regarding the creation process and how the utilization of the STPNF could be improved. This article presents as a case study the concept, joint creation process and lessons learned this far. Detailed descriptions of the STPNF, findings from focus group interviews, and evidence from the literature are presented with a focus on the pros and cons of the STPNF. The STP is a new and innovative method for safety training that stimulates different learning styles and inspires changes in individuals’ behavior and in the organizations’ safety climate. The stakeholders’ high commitment, a long-term perspective, and a strong safety climate are identified as preconditions for the STP concept to work.
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Introduction

The construction industry is among the most unsafe industries worldwide and accounts for a relatively larger proportion of serious injuries compared with other fields (Ringen et al., 2012). In addition to its high risk for accidents, construction work contains several physical and psychosocial load factors that might affect the ability to work (see Pinto Nunes, & Ribeiro, 2011). Accidents and injuries adversely affect human health and well-being. The economic costs of accidents and injuries are considerable, affecting a broad range of stakeholders from employees and their families to employers, coworkers, and society (Feng et al., 2015).

Work in the construction industry is labor-intensive. Despite the general advancements of technology and automation, construction work still includes traditional characteristics of manual work (Zou & Sunindijo, 2015). Construction work is based on site-specific
project-based activities (ibid) and is often performed at shared workplaces, where different stakeholders interact for varying lengths of time (e.g., Aapaoja & Haapasalo, 2014, McCord et al., 2014). Stakeholders may perform at different levels, often separated by time and space, may have different agendas, and work under severe time pressure and changing working conditions. All of these aspects challenge cooperation and long-term commitment. However, long-term cooperation and commitment are preconditions for implementing successful safety protocols.

A multitude of intervention strategies aimed at reducing occupational accidents and injuries within the construction industry have been proposed and tested, with varying degrees of success (see e.g., Lehtola et al. 2008). Employees’ safety behavior and the safety climate of the team and at the organizational level have been identified as essential factors contributing to occupational safety and health (OSH) performance (see, e.g., Andersen et al., 2015; Hale et al., 2010; Zohar, 2010). Safety climate is defined: “The shared conceptions of the companies’ relative priority of safety compared to other competing priorities, like for instance production” (Zohar, 2010). Thus safety climate relates to the procedures, practices, and kinds of behaviors that get rewarded and supported with regard to a specific strategic focus (e.g., Zohar, 2010). It has been documented how safety climate is a robust leading indicator or predictor of safety outcomes across industries and countries, including the construction sector (Zohar, 2010; Kines et al., 2010). A positive safety climate increases the frequency of safety behavior among employees whereas negative safety climate affects adversely (Zohar, 2014).

Middle managers’ and foremen’s influence in shaping the safety climate have been emphasized (e.g., Zohar, 2010). Nonetheless, as Kines and colleagues (2010) highlight, production is usually prioritized over occupational safety and health (OSH) in daily on-site practices. Furthermore, there are often differences between the formal safety policy and the daily OSH practices and informal procedures at the site (Pedersen, 2014). These might influence the possibility of positively affecting OSH; hence, there are no quick fixes. Improving OSH performance require new types of safety training, combining behavior-based and safety climate approaches (DeJoy, 2005). For the OSH literature to move forward, it is important to learn from the pros and cons of these approaches.

A novel approach to OSH training has been created by a variety of stakeholders in the Finnish construction industry. The first safety training park (STP) of its kind in Europe (Confederation of Finnish Construction Industries RT, 2013), namely the Rudus Safety Training Park (RSTP), was constructed in 2009 by a multinational construction company in the city of Espoo in southern Finland. This was followed by an STP in northern Finland (STPNF) in 2014, jointly designed and created by 80 stakeholder organizations in the city of Oulu (Reiman et al., 2015). A third STP is currently being constructed in joint cooperation with stakeholder organizations in eastern Finland. STPs are also planned in Sweden and Denmark (see Sikkerhedspark, 2017). In addition to the STP concept described in this study, a few documented examples exist on other company specific learning environments (e.g. Fahmy, 2014; Pawar & Duggal, 2016).

RSTP and STPNF contain various similarities concerning the target groups, training points and training methods. The most notable difference between the STPNF and other STPs being constructed and the original RSTP is that the former have been jointly created from the beginning by various stakeholder organizations. The multi-stakeholder cooperation
in the STPNF creation process is in the specific interest in this descriptive case study. A description and a detailed analysis of the pros and cons of the jointly created STPNF can serve as learning points for similar projects. This is met by answering the research questions:

**RQ1:** What is the STPNF and what kinds of learning methods are applied there?

**RQ2:** Which contextual factors have enabled a multiple-stakeholder process between stakeholders with conflicting interests and priorities and what can other learn from this process?

**Theoretical foundations of OSH training**

Training is an essential element of OSH management. Training activities are designed to improve trainees’ skills and knowledge to bring about behavioral changes. While the rationale behind and the level of OSH training may vary among different audiences, it is most commonly related to improving awareness of OSH hazards, expanding knowledge of the causes of illness, injuries and accidents, and to promoting the implementation of effective preventive measures (e.g., Arnold et al., 2005). Various OSH training methods are available, from traditional methods such as lectures and courses, audiovisual materials, OSH card trainings and certificates, and hands-on practices to modern approaches such as virtual reality simulation (Demirkesen & Arditi, 2015; Zhao & Lucas, 2015), computer-aided learning, e-learning, remote learning, and online learning (Ho & Dzeng, 2010).

More engaging training methods that require trainees’ active participation seem to yield more efficient results in general (Burke et al., 2011). Moreover, DeJoy (2005) points out that training that combines individual behavior changes combined with culture changes on the organizational level has the best potential for long-term culture change. Glendon and colleagues (2006) claim that OSH training is a great deal more efficient when utilizing pictures and demonstrations rather than mere lectures or reading relevant material. Brahm and Singer (2013) propose a combination of first providing larger amounts of information by using less-engaging methods followed by introducing more in-depth knowledge through more-engaging methods.

Learning is an important dimension of training (Demirkesen & Arditi, 2015). In addition, the transfer of learning must be considered. Even though trainees may acquire new knowledge and skills through training, they still might not apply or use these when they return to work (Arnold et al., 2005). The safety climate at both the organizational level and at the team level contributes to the transfer of learning to the work sites (Zohar, 2010). The safety climate is in practice closely related to organizational factors such as the actual support and opportunities to utilize new skills and knowledge at the actual work environment where the trainee is working (Arnold et al., 2005).

As summarized by Pashler and colleagues (2008), different individuals may benefit from different learning styles. Nonetheless, practical issues such as the financial costs of the trainings may affect the ability to tailor trainings to fit all individual needs. Barbe and colleagues (1978) divided learning styles into three categories based on physiological factors: visual (seeing), aural/auditory (hearing), and kinesthetic (touching). A fourth dimension of “read/write” was later proposed; this learning model is known by the acronym VARK (e.g., Leite et al., 2010).
Trainee characteristics and training design have also been identified as aspects affecting the transfer of learning. In the construction industry, employees tend to be less educated (Wilkins 2011) and male-dominated (Zou & Sunindijo, 2015). Furthermore, language barriers for employees from different countries and cultures might exist (Demirkesen & Arditi, 2015; Loosemore & Lee, 2002). The selection of training methods should take such factors into consideration (Wilkins, 2011).

Methods and materials

This article is based on the OSH literature, a STPNF creation process document analysis (drawings, training point descriptions, administrative documents, and web pages (STPNF, 2017)), and focus group interviews. Four trainee groups representing different-sized companies from the construction industry sector were randomly selected, and volunteered to participate in in-depth focus group interviews (Cooper & Baber, 2005). In addition, the key individual stakeholders (KIS’s) coordinating the STPNF creation phase were interviewed (Table 1). Due to the nature of the complex STP phenomenon being studied, the methods used and the focus on contextual factors this study can be described as a case study (Yin, 1984).

The interviews involved personnel from different stakeholder levels (Table 1). The interviews for focus groups 1 through 4 were conducted within one to one and a half months after they had attended the trainings, from spring 2015 to spring 2016. The KIS’s focus group was conducted in summer 2016. All interviews were conducted on the companies’ premises or at their construction sites. All focus group interviews were recorded and later transcribed and anonymized for the purposes of research.

The transcribed and anonymized material was saved to a directory to which all members of the research group had access. To facilitate a systemic analysis of the transcribed data, a cross-sectional classification was made (Mason, 2002). The code list used in the data analyses (training methods, cooperation process, possible obstacles and barriers and key contributors for instance) was based on the key concepts of the research questions and the theoretical foundations presented above. Two researchers independently

Table 1. Focus groups, participants and the duration of the focus group interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus group</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Participants (n)</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Length of interview (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Large national house-building company</td>
<td>5 system actors (all male; foreman, safety representative, and three employees)</td>
<td>Personnel facilities at a construction site</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Medium-sized house-building company</td>
<td>4 system actors (all male employees)</td>
<td>Personnel facilities at a construction site</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Large international house-building company</td>
<td>5 system actors (all male; clerical worker, safety representative, and three foremen)</td>
<td>Personnel facilities at a construction site</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Large international cleaning and facility service company</td>
<td>7 system actors (three female, four male; two managers, three foremen, and two employees)</td>
<td>Meeting room at the company facilities</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>KISs</td>
<td>3 system experts/system decision makers (STPNF project manager, part-time CEO of the STPNF, consultant)</td>
<td>Meeting room on the university premises</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
analyzed the material. Due to differences between the research organizations’ software agreements, both NVivo 11 and Atlas.ti 7 were utilized as data analysis tools. The analysis results were later combined and discussed in a researcher meeting.

**Analysis**

This article aims to define what an STPNF is and to describe the kinds of learning methods that are applied there. Further, this article aims to highlight the types of experiences that can be learned from the multi-stakeholder co-operation process. The focus group interviews and document analyses address RQ1. This is followed by analyses of contextual factors contributing to the cooperation and different stakeholders’ perceptions of what can be learned from the design process (RQ2).

**STPNF**

*Multi-stakeholder cooperation*

STPNF was created in 2014 through cross-party cooperation. The first negotiations were held in a construction employer association’s board meeting in 2011, where individual board members disseminated their experiences from a visit to the RSTP. The existing training model at the RSTP was seen as a concept that could positively contribute to a safety climate and behavior, even though no analyses had been done of the effectiveness of the training sessions. As the distance from northern Finland to RSTP was seen as an obstacle (over 600 km to Oulu and over 1200 km to the most northern parts of Finland), the board decided to explore practical issues related to arrangements, expenses and to the critical number of participating stakeholder organizations needed to construct a similar kind of STP in northern Finland. Thus, RSTP has strongly contributed to the creation of the STPNF. Cooperation and agreements with RSTP have enabled STPNF to take cues from the concept and allowed it to use the Finnish brand name of STP.

In addition to a board representative, a recently retired person who had worked in a top management position in a large construction company agreed to voluntarily contact and interview possible stakeholders to assess their levels of interest and willingness. A project manager was assigned as a thesis worker. These three KIS’s coordinated the STPNF creation process.

Based on rough cost estimations (area, ground work, infrastructure, potential users, and finances) by the KIS, it was estimated that a minimum of 30 paying stakeholder organizations was needed in order to be able to initiate the STPNF creation process. The critical mass of 30 stakeholders was achieved within a few months’ time. In addition to the commitment, the board showed towards the concept, the KIS’s personal contacts and enthusiasm to participate in the STPNF process and in the negotiations should be noted. This is described by an interviewee comment (KIS: consultant): “…as the employer association had made the decision that such a park should be created, I kind of knew that companies’ managers had some kind of a right will. The door was open to decision makers’ offices. So I always negotiated directly with managing directors or regional directors that had the mandate to make decisions. That certainly speeded up the process.”

Currently, the STPNF consortium includes 80 stakeholder organizations (Table 2), which are all allowed to utilize the STPNF premises at their convenience by following
jointly agreed-upon rules on STPNF reservations. In this study, a macro-ergonomic categorization of system actors (stakeholders that are directly affected by the STPNF), system experts (stakeholders who contribute to the STPNF based on their professional backgrounds), system decision-makers (stakeholders who make decisions about the requirements, purchasing and implementation), and system influencers (for instance regulators, authorities and media) applied from Dul and colleagues (2012) is used to introduce different stakeholders’ roles and priorities in the STPNF consortium.

As mentioned, construction companies differ regarding their prioritizing of and commitment to OSH—often characterized as differences in the safety climate or safety culture (DeJoy, 2005). Roughly nine out of ten construction companies in Finland can be considered as micro companies, employing less than ten employees. It is often a challenge to such companies to invest in OSH—especially if the outcome of the investment appears vague for them. Moreover, structural, financial, and practical issues can make long-term commitment difficult. Especially larger employers from the construction industry have been strongly involved as system influencers (Table 2). In addition, other industry and service branches have contributed to the STPNF design and creation process. The consortium model and the low price were seen as important motivation factors for joining the process, as described by an interviewee comment (KIS: Part-time CEO): “Yes, that is a huge demonstration of the common will that can be seen in this. I mean hundreds of people participating. I can’t even imagine the expenses if this would have been hired by some party to do.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main stakeholder groups</th>
<th>Stakeholder organisations (n)</th>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Main Interests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Construction sector companies</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>System actors</td>
<td>Participating in construction and development processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System decision makers</td>
<td>Advertising own services and products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System influencers</td>
<td>Utilization of the STPNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service providers and companies at other branches</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>System actors</td>
<td>Participating in construction and development processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System decision makers</td>
<td>Advertising own services and products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System influencers</td>
<td>Utilization of the STPNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer and employee associations and unions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>System decision makers</td>
<td>Participating in and influencing construction and development processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System influencers</td>
<td>Utilization of the STPNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools, universities, and other educational and research institutes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>System actors</td>
<td>Participating in teaching development processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System experts</td>
<td>Utilization of the STPNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>System influencers</td>
<td>Participating in and influencing construction and development processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSH authorities</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>System experts</td>
<td>Participating in and influencing construction and development processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Stakeholder groups, their roles (according to the classification by Dul et al. [2012]), and main interests concerning the park
The KIS’s abilities as negotiators and coordinators in creating the consortium should be emphasized. During the contract negotiations, KIS’s discussed with the companies their expectations and needs, how they could contribute to the training points, and which kinds of topics they preferred to contribute. The KIS’s organized training point topic negotiations in which stakeholders that had expressed similar kinds of needs were joined together and instructed to cooperate within the topic.

Costs and agreements
The STPNF is governed by the association of STPNF. The annual budget is currently around 120,000 €, from which practical sustenance and maintenance expenses are covered. In addition, the budget enables different development processes. The budget is covered with annual membership fees of equal amounts (year 2016, 2,500€). In order to spread OSH knowledge more broadly, organizations that do not belong to the consortium are also allowed to reserve STPNF trainings for a nominal charge covering computational running costs. Funding for the construction phase from public financers has been minimal and consisted only of compiling a common training material.

In addition to annual membership fees, compensation agreements were allowed in cases where the stakeholder could provide certain work tasks for the STPNF. According to the compensation agreements, stakeholders could pay their membership fees with work output (e.g., clearing the STPNF area or providing electrical installations). Advantages of compensation agreements are highlighted by an interviewee comment (KIS: Part-time CEO): “With that compensation agreement we enabled some funding arrangements... so that we didn’t have to go to a bank for loan negotiations or other funding arrangements. Of course, there was uncertainty from the companies as they didn’t exactly know whether this is wise or not. But we did have something like six or seven such arrangements.”

The equipment at each training point is owned by the contributing organizations. Estimated costs concerning the membership fees and other expenses were discussed openly at the negotiations. Five-year contracts were made to show mutual long-term commitment. Nonetheless, as pointed out in an interviewee comment (KIS: Project manager) below, it was broadly understood that exact cost details for the companies couldn’t be communicated during the negotiations: “But to us, it was some kind of mystery at that stage of how expensive it would be to the companies to create training points that they pledged. We didn’t have an exact image whether it would cost 3,000 euro or 30,000 euro for the company to create a training point. That depends strongly on the company’s own will [as to] which kind of training point they were willing to create.”

Schools, universities, and other educational institutions were exempt from the annual membership fees. That made it easy for them to make the decision of participating. In addition, it affected construction companies’ willingness to participate as they noticed that their future employees’ OSH skills and knowledge could be improved and affected easily through STPNF trainings. This is emphasized in an interviewee comment (KIS: Consultant): “Companies understood that, if a person studying at the branch is allowed to familiarize himself in safety issues in such a practical way that is a good thing. It eases companies into the future when these new professionals step into the working life. That was one thing that was engaging companies to participate.” Companies also noticed that through STPNF they could easily improve their company’s images.
Description of the current STPNF

STPNF is a 1.6 hectare large training area for promoting OSH through different types of learning, networking and for sharing topical in-depth information. STPNF provides real working life demonstrations, possibilities for active participation, reflective discussion, and small tasks such as identifying good and bad solutions at demonstrated work environments. From fall 2014 to summer 2016, approximately 10,000 trainees have visited the STPNF. Approximately half of the trainees have been system actors and experts at the construction companies and the rest have been future system actors, i.e., students, in addition to system influencers and decision makers.

In total, 22 training points were in use in the STPNF during 2016 (Figure. 1). In addition, two training points will be created later in 2017. The training point topics and the intended training approaches are shown in Appendix A.

Only qualified trainers are allowed to organize training sessions. Thus the trainers’ instruction can be considered a certificate to be able to conduct trainings in the STPNF. The trainer instruction sessions are conducted by the project manager. The trainer instruction is based on Finnish laws and common consensus principles regarding the instruction methods. The common training material has been taught to over 200 individuals from the STPNF stakeholder consortium. The basic idea is that the organizations select trainers from their own personnel. This is a strategic decision, made by the consortium, based on an idea that in-house trainers are more familiar with the organization’s processes. The qualified trainers form a heterogeneous group consisting of individuals from different occupational groups, such as OSH managers, OSH representatives, OSH specialists, foremen at a construction company level, and different system actors at other stakeholder organizations. Requirements for the trainers’ existing basic skills, knowledge, and position have not been defined.

The basic training course, based on the training material and real-world demonstrations, is intended to take four hours. Nonetheless trainers are encouraged to tailor the trainings on the basis of the trainee group needs. Based on the interviews related to the training materials and the VARK model (Leite et al., 2010), a description of all the learning methods in each training point is provided in Appendix A.

Figure 1. An overview of the STPNF area (taken from the roof of the training point 16) representing training points 17 (exhibition room) and 7 (weather guards) on the right side, training points 10 (excavation protection) and 13 (overhead lines) in the middle and training points 9 and 24 (transits and transportations) on the left side. A group of trainees is approaching the training point 9.
The training points represent demonstrated work environments for the topic discussed. Training points provide new kinds of OSH learning possibilities through engaging training methods. Visual examples of demonstrated work environments are presented in Figures 2a and 2b, where good and bad solutions are provided in order to influence individual behavior by inviting trainees’ reflections on OSH issues. As STPNF is designed to fit different trainee groups’ needs, different training and learning elements can be adopted. Visual, aural/auditory, and read/write learning methods, or their combinations, are used in a vast majority of the training points. As an example, in Figures 2a and 2b, the trainees may adopt visual learning by noticing good solutions (approaching the truck and proper fall-arrest systems and personal protective equipment (PPE)) and bad solutions (car crashed, improper fall-arrest systems and PPEs). In addition, training points include descriptive signs where trainees can learn more by themselves and utilize different hazard identification approaches (e.g., the TR method).

Kinesthetic learning and especially hands-on learning methods are utilized only at limited training points. As an example, in Training Point 9 (Figures 2b) kinesthetic learning methods include the possibility to learn how to ascend and descend the cab and the possibility to check the visual limitations and views in the rear-view camera of the truck. Different kinesthetic learning approaches have been discussed during the creation and utilization phases. Nonetheless, issues such as liability if an accident occurs during the training pose challenges that limit possibilities. Challenges related to liability are highlighted in an interviewee comment (KIS: Project manager): “It was agreed that we won’t let them use, for example, chainsaws and circular saws because liability issues are so difficult in such cases. That is some kind of an agreement that has been made.”

Figure 2. Training points include dummies representing good and bad work solutions related to house building issues (2a, training point 3) and transit and transportation at sites (2b, training point 9).
**Learning experiences at STPNF**
In order to maximise the output of the training, the training points are regularly being developed by the stakeholders. As a part of that process, focus groups 1 through 4 concentrated on collecting in-depth information on system users’ experiences on the trainings. Two themes, 1) training point arrangements and training approaches, and 2) STPNF area and location, were emphasized in the interviews as factors contributing to the positive and negative learning experiences.

**Training point arrangements and training approaches**
Interviewees emphasized how demonstrated work environments representing bad solutions concretize possible hazards at work sites. This is emphasized in a quotation from the interview discussion: “...and that was a surprise, how poor the visibility is from the cab of a large bulldozer. That you can actually reverse over a car without even noticing that” (Employee) and “Yes, you might assume that when you are high there (at the cab) you can see everything there...” (Foreman) (see Figures 2b). In addition, practical demonstrations engendered interest and discussion not only on OSH issues, but on good practices and solutions in general that could be trained at the park, as emphasized by an interview comment (Employee): “...the topics at that training point represented work phases related to building an apartment house. There were actually all the phases covered that we are doing in practice” (see Figures 2a).

Different tools, aids, and other devices, such as PPEs representing currently used and commonly sold solutions, are exhibited at various training points. Trainees are allowed to touch and handle them at some training points. In addition, videos showing demonstrated occupational accidents and hazards are used. By focusing on visual and kinesthetic learning, the trainings align with the need of having tangible and understandable training to a diverse population of construction workers. Some interviewees, mainly on the employee side, were critical that the demonstrated work environments showed only the best available equipment that in practice is not always available at work sites. That might challenge trainees’ abilities to direct learning transfer to actual work environments and induce frustration, as emphasized in interview comments by two employees: “...fine equipment was shown that you can’t see here at work sites. They won’t work in practice” and “Then there were those iron hooks for fall arrest body supports that I have never seen at any work site”. New knowledge on different kinds of tools that are not available in practice at work sites might create adverse feelings towards OSH and the safety climate at an individual level.

**Circumstantial factors at the STPNF**
STPNF has a permanent location in northern Finland. The permanent location is a consideration that constrains companies’ training arrangements in practice. Three of the four focus groups represented work communities that were not working in areas neighboring the STPNF. As a result, timetable and transportation arrangements have been necessary: “That it takes a full day to visit the park if you are coming from this distance” (Foreman) and “Let’s say that it’s something like 200 kilometers. At that range, each one should be able to visit there” (Employee).

A majority of the training points provide possibilities for both indoor and outdoor activities. In addition, routes between the training points are uncovered. Thus weather conditions are factors that might have an influence on the training experiences and
learning, as pointed out by two foremen in the interviews: “One thing was that we were never told that it is an outdoor area and we all were wearing quite sheer clothes. And it was a very cold day and we all were freezing at the end of the training.” and “I must say that I couldn’t take in all the things that I would have in a good, sunny weather.”

**Discussion**

**STP as an individual-level influencer**

Construction work is performed in a changing work environment in which employees cannot be continuously supervised. Thus in many cases, employers must place their trust in their employees’ ability to perform work safely in all circumstances. OSH training is one practice to improve employees’ skills and knowledge. STPs are platforms for influence at the micro level beyond the rather general OSH laws as they urge trainees, not depending on their positions in the organization, to share their knowledge and experiences during discussions at the training points. As safety values can be strong and embedded in the group, it is important to be direct and appeal to the trainees’ personal values. The focus of each of the training point is to visualise and discuss how practical choices, i.e., selecting good or bad ways to work, that the individual makes during the workday may influence the individual self and their family and co-workers – a very personal approach that would probably appeal to everyone.

STP provides typical system actors, such as employees, the ability to learn how macro-level OSH issues are managed. Furthermore, on a micro level, the presentation of good and bad solutions at the training points enables trainees to identify OSH-related needs at work sites. At the same time, training points provide management and other key decision makers and influencers the ability to identify during a brief, yet holistic visit, work site-level issues that they could incorporate into their management practices.

There are certain common features related to the work force in the construction industry as they tend to be less educated and male-dominated. Such features can be associated to characteristics like masculinity and risk taking and thus affecting to safety behavior (see Jensen et al., 2014). In addition current trends on increasing immigration within European Union (EU) countries and from other parts of the world to the EU brings a flow of new workers who are prone to different health risks at their workplace, e.g. due to language barriers, different cultural attitudes to risks and lacking OSH knowledge. Visual and kinesthetic learning methods would ease the training of basic OSH issues, as emphasized by Cameron and colleagues (2011). A major basis for the STP is to enable efficient learning through a combination of learning methods. At the STP the trainer can tailor trainings from traditional classroom lectures to kinesthetic approaches and combinations to fit the target audience and their characteristics. However, it should be noted, as Verbeek and colleagues (2011) have emphasized in their review of the effectiveness of manual lifting trainings, that mere OSH training in the STP might not be sufficient if the transfer of learning in practice is disregarded. It is up to companies, as decision makers, to determine how actively they are testing and putting new OSH solutions and practices into use, and providing support and opportunities to utilise learned skills and knowledge at their work sites to facilitate efficient learning transfer.
STP as an organizational-level influencer

The companies involved in this study consider OSH a strategic value that provides them financial benefits if occupational accidents could be avoided. Unofficial sources indicate that the direct costs of an occupational accident are on average around 7,000-8,000 euro in the Finnish construction industry. The trend in for example accident frequency (the number of accidents per million working hours) rates seems promising, as all the companies included in this study have managed to improve their accident figures during last few years. However, it is debatable how largely this positive trend is depending on the STP trainings compared with other OSH routine and non-routine development actions. As an example in the large national house-building company, the total number of accidents has been reduced from an average of 41.8 (SD = 8.6, years 2010–2014) to 15 (year 2015). The company has had all their employees trained at STPs during 2014–2015, thus there is a temporal connection between improved OSH performance and STP trainings. Computationally the yearly savings from the year 2015 are 200,000 euro compared with the average level (2010–2014). Similar kinds of computational savings are discussed by Reiman and colleagues (2017, June) concerning an energy company’s (belonging to the STPNF consortium) safety management processes. Thus, the reasonable low membership fees are easily covered by reducing the number of accidents. In addition to having financial efforts the membership serves as a mean to improve the company image, affecting thus indirectly to the performance.

STPs are learning environments where different personnel groups meet and discuss together. A constructive dialogue between shop floor and line management, providing motivation for line managers and strengthening the monitoring and learning loops in the OSH system, appear more successful from a longer-term perspective, as Hale and colleagues (2010) have concluded in their comprehensive evaluation of OSH interventions. This supports the crucial role of foremen and middle managers as in-house trainers in STPs. Foremen and middle managers are the link between the employees, who actually experience and face the risks at work, and the top management who make the decisions related to OSH practices. The middle managers conduct most of the training in the STPNF, thereby ensuring constructive dialogue regarding knowledge transfer from training to the workplace. However, at this stage the STPNF has not systematically incorporated these role-specific factors in the trainings.

A constructive approach by Hartmann and colleagues (2010) provides a framework applying role-playing in construction management studies. STP is a forum in which role-playing approaches with individuals acting in different roles could be studied. As a new kind of role Weidman, Dickerson, and Koebel (2016) suggest that a specific group of technology champions as individual, in-house stakeholders could have a significant impact on the implementation of OSH innovations. A key issue in successful implementation is that the technology champions should be able to understand how the innovation would benefit the organization, and that they receive adequate opportunity to gain practical experience with the innovation. In addition to training, STP is a platform where OSH innovations can be presented and a training facility where technology champions’ skills and knowledge can be improved.

STP as a potential macro-level influencer

During recent years, the largest construction companies in Finland have succeeded in lowering their accident figures in general; however, accident statistics remain especially high in
the smaller companies. This parallels the findings of researchers such as Pinto and colleagues (2011) that construction companies’ size seems to affect OSH performance, as smaller companies tend to have more limited resources for OSH. In addition, differing economic interests, as pointed out by Pedersen (2014), might affect OSH cooperation possibilities.

As the construction sector is economics-oriented, it encourages exploration of channels for cooperation when possible. The STPNF in practice consists of modules owned by the stakeholders. In a sense, the STPNF process can be likened to project alliancing (e.g., Lahdenperä, 2012), in which coalitions of multiple stakeholders with different interests, objectives, and backgrounds act together towards common goals and share the possible risks. A traditional way to manage OSH risks and influence performance is for construction companies to demand compliance with specific OSH issues from their subcontractors through agreements and supervision. However, more positive means can be utilized. Joint efforts to construct the STPNF constitute one positive means to open up new kinds of OSH learning possibilities and provide support to smaller companies. The STPNF creation process was in many ways made possible through large construction companies’ resources and efforts. Through financial participation, contributing to the STPNF creation process, and providing their personnel the opportunity to be trained at the STPNF, the member organizations’ top management have committed their support to OSH at a practical level.

Due to the ownership arrangements through which each of the stakeholders contributes on some level, there is a sense of a collective thinking related to maintaining and developing the STP. Similarly, this contributes to the image that the stakeholders are willing to provide for themselves through the park. As a future challenge, the public sector could support STPs by giving the members advantages in public procurements and/or making OSH engagement a criterion for given offers for public orders. Furthermore, STP trainings could be tailored to contribute to large strategic-level issues in addition to OSH. As emphasized by Leino and Mattila (2000), quality, safety, and ergonomics problems often originate from the same faults. Thus STPs could potentially represent a platform for visualizing and providing learning possibilities on quality faults and effective work processes. Such training issues are under consideration amongst the consortium stakeholders, along with other development issues.

**Identified learning aspects and future challenges**

The STPNF construction process itself is proof of macro-level influencing as it shows how rival companies and Labor market organizations can jointly develop new kinds of practices when all stakeholders have a common interest in accident-free construction sites. This view supports the findings by Zwetsloot and colleagues (2016), who emphasize networking and co-creation as one strategic challenge towards accident-free work in the future. The consortium has proven through the STPNF that they have the potential to act as system influencers and to provide macro-level contributions to strategic OSH learning issues. STPNF organizations have recognized that with reasonable organization-specific investments, they gain the opportunity to benefit from well-organized and sustained training facilities. An important aim of this article is to enable others to learn from the STPNF creation and utilization phases. Based on the analyses above, Table 3 summarizes identified positive learning aspects and challenges that have been faced or could be faced while adopting the STP concept into use. In addition, possible solutions to the challenges are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Identified positive learning aspects and challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stake-holders</th>
<th>Positive learning aspects</th>
<th>Challenges identified</th>
<th>Possible solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broad consortium provides possibilities to accomplish something more than a singular stakeholder would be capable of.</td>
<td>Measuring the effectiveness of the trainings and consortium performance</td>
<td>Include researchers with experience in evaluation (both OSH practices and cooperative networks) in the early phases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The consortium model allows the annual membership fees to be kept reasonable enabling small companies to join in.</td>
<td>Some smaller companies still cannot afford (or prioritize) to join the consortium.</td>
<td>Allow compensation agreements and enable trainings for stakeholders outside the consortium.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training points</th>
<th>Positive learning aspects</th>
<th>Challenges identified</th>
<th>Possible solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A joint decision was made that each training point should represent normal work environment and that excessive advertising should be avoided.</td>
<td>The level of excessive advertising might be vague.</td>
<td>Mutual trust between the stakeholders is essential. Nonetheless use written contracts regarding for instance the ownership, advertising, costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The variety of different stakeholders and trainers enables multidimensional perspectives on the training points’ topics and contents.</td>
<td>Over 200 trainers are certified. Controlling trainers’ actual training practices is difficult.</td>
<td>Enable refresher courses for trainers and have a systematic procedure on collecting feedback from the trainees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The STPNF is inspired from the RSTP. However, the stakeholders jointly decided which training points should be included. Demonstrated work environments at the training points allow trainees to connect topics with real-life work issues at personal level. A master stakeholder organization was named for each training point. Written plans, including a description of the tentative training approaches, were required.</td>
<td>The transfer of knowledge from training to everyday work is dependent on employers’ own actions.</td>
<td>Make follow-up surveys to find out factors that prohibit the transfer of learning in practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Different training methods are utilized in order to be able to enable learning for different participants.</td>
<td>Kinesthetic learning is possible only at selected training points</td>
<td>To ease procurement processes, provide detailed material on the solutions presented and possible retailers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive learning aspects</th>
<th>Challenges identified</th>
<th>Possible solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Involvement in the consortium highlights ownership, responsibility and commitment.</td>
<td>Public funding has been minimal. It is a question whether more extensive public funding would have affected the structure and the commitment to the STPNF.</td>
<td>Highlight the consortium model in enabling the STP entity. Encourage stakeholders to share their experiences. Have active discussion with public funding sources in order to find out most fitting funding possibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs were discussed openly inside the consortium.</td>
<td>STPNF consortium includes 80 stakeholders. Mutual trust between the stakeholders is essential. There are no experiences of withdraws.</td>
<td>Make sure that written contracts are made. Enable discussion on concrete actions that have been made and could be made with the fees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools, universities and other educational institutes are encouraged to use STPNF as a part of their education processes. Engaged KIS's with good communication and negotiation skills are needed.</td>
<td>Part of the trainings are performed outside. Weather conditions might affect trainings.</td>
<td>PPEs should always be available in multiple sizes. Moreover, in case of very bad weather, training must be cancelled. Training are held by trainers, not only KIS's. Include details regarding the rules for resignation in the contract. Make sure that the work as a project manager is attractive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STP concept is described openly which opens possibilities to discuss about adopting the concept into use in other locations.</td>
<td>STP's have permanent locations, thus transport arrangements might be challenging to some stakeholders</td>
<td>Situate STP in a location with good transportation possibilities. Make it possible for participants to stay overnight.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to utilise STP concept most efficiently, stakeholders need to find out which parts of the STP trainings are the best fit for their learning objectives. Some stakeholders, such as schools and vocational institutes, will benefit from the basic training courses that provide a holistic view of the different work phases and related risks at construction sites. A challenge is to measure how the learning objectives are achieved through the STP trainings. Satisfaction could be measured through feedback inquiries. However, as the ultimate aim of the STP trainings is to affect individual skills and behavior that is a complex phenomenon to be measured. Measuring the change in personal safety behavior in short and long time frame is identified as a future challenge.

In addition to the variance in trainees' backgrounds, there are identified challenges concerning the certified trainer group. More than 200 trainers have been certified to date to conduct a basic training at the STPNF. The heterogeneity of the trainer group suggests natural differences in how and which kinds of issues are trained in the training points. Trainers are instructed to encourage trainees to share and discuss their own experiences related to the training point topics. The trainer's degree of skill in initiating and feeding the discussions is a key issue. Due to the differences among the trainers' personal abilities and skills, the trainings cannot be evaluated at a large scale using traditional evaluation models and randomized controlled designs. Nonetheless, a realistic evaluation approach (e.g., Pedersen et al., 2012) has been designed and is being conducted during the years 2015–2017.

Training points represent realistic work environments. As the literature on OSH training emphasises, more engaging training methods that require trainees' active participation usually provide more positive impacts. A majority of the training points and learning transferred into practice could potentially benefit even more through adoption of some "hands-on" and "learning-by-doing" types of instruction. In addition to basic training, more in-depth and hands-on courses focusing on singular training points or on broader STP-wide training topics (such as well-being at work, preventing musculoskeletal disorders by practicing good ergonomics, and utilisation and maintenance of PPEs) provide options for experiential learning by deepening trainees' understanding on specific issues. In such cases, the trainer's competence and skills and organization's ability to provide means for transfer of learning in practice are important.

Technological training approaches, such as virtual reality simulations and game-based learning, provide new kinds of learning possibilities for STP trainings in all VARK modalities and combinations. This is in especial interest for students and younger employees who are used to using technical devices. Currently game-based learning has been tested by providing possibilities for validated TR observations through a smartphone application in the STPNF environment. Further, there are plans to provide a smartphone application for testing the level of knowledge before and after the training. Still, the STPNF consortium maintains that physical training environments are needed, since work at construction sites contains and will contain in the future characteristics that require discussion and learning-by-doing approaches. As the STPs are permanently located at specific sites, companies may face practical challenges to facilitate trainings for their personnel who are not located in areas near the STPs. The third STP in eastern Finland will partially alleviate that problem. Nonetheless, an interesting idea for discussion would be whether STPs, or certain parts of them, could be designed for occasional relocation to other localities.
Limitations

For resource reasons, this study included interviews with representatives of only four companies. Nonetheless, the companies represent different types of actors in the construction industry: two large supplier companies, one medium-sized contractor that also acts as a subcontractor, and a service-providing company. Given these companies have participated in the STPNF creation process, they are likely highly motivated to study whether such projects are profitable. It should be noted that the interviews took place within one to one and a half months after the training session, thus the findings represent only short-term memories and possible impacts. Safety culture change takes a long time and long-term impacts are not discussed in this study. While students at different levels comprise a major portion of the total visitors, they and other relevant stakeholders, such as designers, were not included in this study.

Contextual factors, such as the Finnish insurance systems in which companies’ insurance costs are dependent on their OSH performance, influence companies’ willingness to improve OSH. The Finnish accident insurance system considers company size in determining insurance premium policies. For smaller companies, the premium rate is based on national statistics at the specific branch and not on the accident risks and level of OSH in the company itself. This policy might affect the smaller companies’ motivations to improve OSH in general and through trainings in STPs. The material in this study does not provide accurate means for pre- and post-measurement of company-specific impacts through OSH indicators.

Interview analyses were conducted separately by two researchers using the same preliminary code lists to facilitate common understanding. Findings were discussed in meetings where generalized topics and analysis codes were determined by consensus.

Conclusions

New innovative methods for OSH training in the construction industry are needed. STP as a new OSH training concept provides a platform for different kinds of training approaches that facilitate different learning dimensions, and their combinations. The focus of the STP is on affecting individuals’ OSH skills, knowledge and eventually behavior and organizations’ safety climate. Furthermore, the STP has the potential to act as a macro-level influencer as it reaches widely varying target groups and provides different learning possibilities to fit each target group’s needs and expectations for OSH trainings.

STPNF is a multi-stakeholder learning environment that has been created by a consortium of 80 different stakeholders, broadly representing construction industry companies, service providers, unions and associations, and schools and other educational institutions. The wide-ranging consortium, low costs and flexible payment arrangements, active individuals, participatory design and creation process, and the variety of training points representing realistic work environments serve as key success factors for STPNF. However, the permanent location limits stakeholders’ opportunities to utilise STPNF. STP concept can be adopted into use in different locations. To help others learn from the STPNF creation process this article includes a detailed description and an analysis of identified learning points, possible upcoming challenges and solution proposals. Future research should be directed to studying the effectiveness of the trainings and further to organizations’ OSH performance. Furthermore, the transfer of learning from STP trainings to practical work should be studied.
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### Appendix 1. Training points and their intended training approaches complemented with an analysis of different learning methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training point</th>
<th>Intended training approaches</th>
<th>Learning method*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Safety management, responsibilities and safety planning | - Orientation to the STPNF training by video material where real occupational accidents and the consequences to family and coworkers are shown in detail  
- Lectures on safety management, responsibilities, and safety planning  
- Posters and reflective discussion on accident experiences, personal consequences, and how accidents affect family and others  
- A dummy representing an employee with health problems positioned sitting near the door leading to the STPNF area | V, A, R          |
| 2. Access control and grey economy                       | - Posters and reflective discussion  
- Good example on access control (access to the fenced STP area) | V, A, R          |
| 3. Construction work for foundations and framework        | - Posters, good examples, and reflective discussion on orientation  
- Example of apartment house building work, including reflective discussion and demonstrated examples on:  
  - Vault molding support systems (incl. a dummy using good ergonomics solutions)  
  - Fall arrest system (incl. a dummy using proper PPEs and fall arrest systems)  
  - Pumping arrangements for concrete casting (including dummies for good and bad solutions)  
  - Routes and scaffolding  
  - Concrete element stocking | V, A, R          |
| 4. Construction work for house technology                | - Demonstrated examples of work sites and problems related to bad planning and timetables (various different work phases performed simultaneously vs. scheduled work phases)  
- Posters and reflective discussion on planning the work (including dummies as examples of good and bad work performance)  
- Examples of ergonomics (including dummies as examples of good and bad manual lifting) | V, A, R          |
| 5. Tools, working levels, and personal passenger hoists   | - Real examples of existing working tools, levels and hoists  
- Possibility to handle tools and test working levels  
- Posters and reflective discussion on selecting right tools and aids | V, A, R, K       |
| 6. Construction work inside houses                       | - Demonstrated examples of:  
  - Pumping concrete (incl. dummies for good and bad solutions and video material)  
  - Chipping (incl. a dummy using proper PPEs)  
  - Grinding of walls and ceilings (including dummies for good and bad solutions and examples of good aids)  
  - Routes and scaffolding  
  - Dust control (good practices integrated into above-mentioned tasks)  
  - Good examples of lighting solutions  
  - Posters and reflective discussion | V, A, R          |
| 7. Reconstruction work                                   | - Demonstrated example of weather guards concerning roof work  
- Demonstrated example of scaffolding solutions concerning roof work  
- Examples of hot work operations on roofs (including dummies for good and bad solutions and examples)  
- Demonstrated examples on renovation work inside the house (including dummies for good and bad solutions concerning exposure to substances such as asbestos)  
- Posters and reflective discussion | V, A, R          |
### Appendix 1. (Continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training point</th>
<th>Intended training approaches</th>
<th>Learning method*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8. Property maintenance</td>
<td>● Demonstrated example on ventilation installation&lt;br&gt;● Posters and reflective discussion on safety controls, electricity works, chemicals, working alone, and ladders</td>
<td>V, A, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Transit and transportation at sites</td>
<td>● Demonstrated example of how to approach heavy machinery&lt;br&gt;● Demonstrated example of the shadow areas (including a view in the rear-view mirror)&lt;br&gt;● Option to demonstrate and practice ascending and descending the cab&lt;br&gt;● An example of a good solution concerning pressurization of tires at the site&lt;br&gt;● Posters and reflective discussion</td>
<td>V, A, R, K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Excavation protection</td>
<td>● Demonstrated example of good and bad protection solutions&lt;br&gt;● Posters and reflective discussion on planning the excavation protection</td>
<td>V, A, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Dangers in excavation work</td>
<td>● Demonstrated example of good and bad protection solutions including an exercise to identify different pipes and cables that are commonly used&lt;br&gt;● Posters and reflective discussion</td>
<td>V, A, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Traffic control in road work</td>
<td>● Demonstrated example of good solutions related to traffic control&lt;br&gt;● Reflective discussion</td>
<td>V, A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Dangers of overhead lines</td>
<td>● Demonstrated example of overhead lines, including possibilities to discuss on and demonstrate danger zones&lt;br&gt;● A simulated example to initiate discussion about the procedures for different stakeholders (passers-by, electrician etc.) when a tree falls onto an overhead line</td>
<td>V, A, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Asphalt work</td>
<td>● Demonstrated example of good solutions related to traffic control&lt;br&gt;● An exercise to find good solutions from the simulated work environment&lt;br&gt;● Posters and reflective discussion</td>
<td>V, A, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Fire safety training</td>
<td>● An exhibition of different commonly used hand extinguishers&lt;br&gt;● Posters and reflective discussion on the criteria for selecting hand extinguishers&lt;br&gt;● Possibility of a guided exercise on extinguishing a fire</td>
<td>V, A, R, K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Construction within industrial processes</td>
<td>● Demonstrated example of a process line in a smelting plant&lt;br&gt;● Posters and reflective discussion on the arrangements before, during, and after the construction process&lt;br&gt;● Exercise on stopping the process (in zero energy stage)&lt;br&gt;● Examples of welding operations in the industrial process (including a dummy for the good solution and finding missing elements)&lt;br&gt;● Practical exercise on workplace arrangements (representing SS (see e.g. Osada 1991) arrangements)</td>
<td>V, A, R, K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Lifting and hoisting safety</td>
<td>● Posters and reflective discussion on&lt;br&gt;● Challenges related to using a crane&lt;br&gt;● Qualification criteria and planning of lifting and hoisting&lt;br&gt;● Maintenance and inspection issues&lt;br&gt;● Lifting hollow slabs&lt;br&gt;● Signs&lt;br&gt;● Video material representing the view and audience from the crane</td>
<td>V, A, R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
### Appendix 1. (Continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training point</th>
<th>Intended training approaches</th>
<th>Learning method*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 18. Single-family house construction work | • Posters and reflective discussion on the responsibilities and duties for different stakeholders  
• Video material on good fall arrest systems  
• Demonstrated examples (with dummies) of good and bad fall arrest solutions | V, A, R         |
| 19. Industrial services         | • An exercise to identify hazards at a demonstrated work environment  
• Posters and reflective discussion on the hazards identified          | V, A, R         |
| 20. Slips and falls             | • Videos representing good slip and fall preventing solutions  
• Examples of signs and aids throughout the STPNF  
• Posters (of costs of slipping accidents) and reflective discussion | V, A, R         |
| 21. Validated TR observation     | • Possibility to exercise validated safety observations with TR method at selected training points. TR method is commonly in use at work sites in Finland (see e.g., Laitinen et al., 1999). TR observations have been validated by OSH authorities at the training points | V, A, R, K      |
| 22. PPE exhibition              | • Planned to be the last training point, including  
• A dummy representing a healthy employee providing the opportunity to compare to the dummy with health problems at the first training point  
• An exhibition on the different PPEs available  
• Examples of frequently-used chemicals  
• Posters and reflective discussion on the criteria for selecting PPEs  
• An exercise to select the proper PPEs for certain work tasks (e.g., using chainsaw, using spray cans) | V, A, R, K      |
| 23. Railroad construction       | • This topic is under construction as of fall 2016. The topic will include basic OSH-related requirements and actions related to working on railway tracks in maintenance and construction.  
• In addition the training spot is intended for utilization by firemen to train on grounding of accident zones |                  |
| 24. Truck safety outside the cab | • This topic is under construction as of fall 2016. The topic will include basic issues related to the everyday risks of a truck driver such as going to the cab and coming down, using the tail-lift, and also traffic safety describing the visibility from the cab and a number of other types of content |                  |

* V= visual, A = aural/auditory, K = kinesthetic and R = read/write